
 Review/Revisit Teach Practise Apply 

Monday Phase 5- ‘ou’ as in out.  
What is this sound and 
where do often find it in 
words? Play the game below 
to recap this sound.  
https://new.phonicsplay.co.
uk/resources/phase/2/picnic
-on-pluto 
 
(if your child finds this 
challenging try phase 3 first 
and apply and tailor these 
activities) 
Phase 3-oo (book) 

Alternative pronunciation  
‘er’ as in farmer. Look at the 
video below, practise saying 
the different pronunciation- 
can you think of any words 
that many include this 
alternative pronunciation? 
 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=DUwkOZzL40Q 
 

Have a listen to this 
story. Write down all 
of the words that 
have ‘er’ in them.  
 
https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=jBi2
tsD2iUQ 
 

Bingo- make a 2x3 grid and fill in the 
blanks with words that use the 
alternative pronunciation for the ‘er’ 
grapheme.  
 
Can you get bingo? 
 
Here are some example words: 
-teacher 
-feather 
-letter 
-locker 
-ladder 
-kerb 

Tuesday Phase 5- ‘ou’ as in when. 
Write a sentence with as 
many ‘ou’ words as possible. 
 
(if your child finds this 
challenging try phase 3 first 
and apply and tailor these 
activities) 
Phase 3-ar (card) 

Alternative pronunciation  
‘er’ as in farmer. Look at the 
video below, practise saying 
the different pronunciation- 
can you think of any words 
that many include this 
alternative pronunciation? 
 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=t0C01G_sCsQ 
 

Roll and read- please 
see the attachment. 
 

How many sentences can you make 
use your roll and read words?  
 
You get one point per word used- how 
many points can you get? 
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Wednesday Phase 5- ‘ir’ as in girl.  
What is this sound and 
where do often find it in 
words? Play the game below 
to recap this sound. 
http://www.ictgames.com/
mobilePage/forestPhonics/in
dex.html 
 
 
(if your child finds this 
challenging try phase 3 first 
and apply and tailor these 
activities) 
 
Phase 3-or (fork) 

Alternative pronunciation  
‘y’ as in my.  Look at the 
video below, practise saying 
the different pronunciation- 
can you think of any words 
that many include this 
alternative pronunciation? 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=t0C01G_sCsQ 
 

Draw pictures of 
items that use the 
alternative 
pronunciation of ‘y’. 
Then label your 
pictures, spelling the 
words correctly. 

Can you turn the labels you’ve written 
into a short story?  

Thursday Phase 5 sound- ‘ir’ as in girl. 
 
Write a sentence that 
includes the word ‘first’ as 
well as one other word that 
uses the alternative 
pronunciation of ‘ir’. 
 
 (if your child finds this 
challenging try phase 3 first 
and apply and tailor these 
activities) 
 
Phase 3-ur(burger) 

Alternative pronunciation  
‘y’ as in my.  Look at the 
video below, practise saying 
the different pronunciation- 
can you think of any words 
that many include this 
alternative pronunciation? 
 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=ZvvUHml1KQc 
 

Print out these 
words, cut them up 
and then sort them.  
 
If you cannot print 
them, you can write 
them out and sort 
them.  

Quick fire round. Play this timer. 
during which spell these words. How 
many can spell correctly? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y
UEfVy_6yhw  

- dry 
- fly 
- cry 
- why 
- spy 
- by 
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Friday Alien Word Fortune Teller- What is your alien name? 
Create your own fortune teller using the template attached. On each square write an alien word that includes a sound from 
this week’s phonics learning. The last square they get to is your alien name. As you work you way through the fortune teller 
you must read the alien word aloud.  
 
Follow the instructions from the attachment or what this video clip to support you.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAhiIlTxUYA 
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